In this research article, we present sixteenth-order iterative method for solving nonlinear equations. The Iterative method has optimal order of convergence sixteen in the sense of Kung-Traub conjecture [1], It means iterative scheme uses five function evaluations to achieve 16(= 2 5−1 ) order of convergence. The proposed iterative method utilize one derivative evaluation and weight functions. Numerical experiments are made with comparison to some existing methods to demonstrate the convergence and validation of iterative method.
Introduction
In order of construct sixteenth-order convergent iterative method for solving nonlinear equations, we need fourth and eight optimal-order iterative methods as a part of sixteenth-order iterative scheme. Many authors have been developed the optimal eighth-order iterative methods namely Bi-Ren-Wu [2] , Bi-Wu-Ren [3] , Guem-Kim [4] , Liu-Wang [5] and Wang-Liu [6] . For the proposed iterative method, we developed new optimal fourth and eighth order iterative methods to construct optimal sixteenth-order iterative scheme. Babajee-Thukral [7] suggested 4-point sixteenth-order king family of iterative methods for solving nonlinear equations (BT):
where
In 2011, Geum-Kim [8] proposed a family of optimal sixteenth-order multipoint methods (GK2):
one of the choice for G(u n , v n , w n ) along with β = 24/11 and σ = −2:
G(u n , v n , w n ) = −6u 3 n v n − 244/11u 4 n w n + 6w 2 n + u n (2v 2 n + 4v 3 n + w n − 2w 2 n ).
In the same year, Geum-Kim [9] presented a biparametric family of optimally convergent sixteenth-order multipoint methods(GK1):
one of the choice for G(u n , w n ) along with β = 2 and σ = −2:
(2) (2) 
Conclusion
we have shown the validity of our proposed iterative scheme by comparing it with other existing optimal sixteenorder iterative methods. The numerical results show the performance of iterative scheme is competitive as compare to other methods. The computational order of convergence also verify the claimed sixteenth-order.
